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Exchange bias in coupled magnetic thin films and its accompanying training effect are fundamental interface phenomena with significant impact in spintronic applications. Both effects are well known in heterosystems of ferro- and antiferromagnetic thin films. Here, we report on the dynamic enhancement of the training effect in an exchange coupled bilayer of soft and hard ferromagnetic materials. Training is referred to as a gradual change of the bias field, which evolves upon cycling the soft layer through consecutive hysteresis loops. Its dynamic enhancement is observed with increasing sweep rate of the applied magnetic field from quasistatic to the fully dynamic range. A dynamically generalized theory based on triggered relaxation is in excellent agreement with the training data. Additionally, we evidence the remarkable universality of our theoretical approach when applying it to the dynamically altered training effect of a conventional exchange bias system involving an antiferromagnetic pinning layer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hysteretic magnetization reversal is an extensively studied nonequilibrium phenomenon with a wide range of applications. In the field of magnetic data storage, for instance, the bistability of the magnetic hysteresis is used for information encoding. In accordance with the nonergodic nature of magnetic hysteresis, dynamic loop broadening or even dynamic phase transitions evolve when the time for sweeping the magnetic hysteresis loop falls below the inherent relaxation time of the magnetization. The latter time scale is determined by domain nucleation and domain wall propagation. The dynamics of the magnetization reversal is typically controlled by various types of defects. On the one hand, defects can pin the domain walls and slow down the domain wall propagation. On the other hand, they act as nucleation centers for magnetic domains in bulk ferromagnets and ferromagnetic (FM) thin films and in turn lower the coercivity.

In addition to the above intrinsic pinning mechanisms, exchange bias (EB) is a well-known extrinsic pinning effect in magnetic thin films. Here, pinning or, equivalently, exchange induced unidirectional anisotropy reflects the magnetic interface coupling between a FM and an adjacent antiferromagnetic (AF) thin film. In this conventional manner, EB in AF/FM heterostructures is initialized by field cooling the heterosystem to below the blocking temperature \( T_B \), where the AF order establishes at least on mesoscopic scales. The most striking and widely studied features in EB are the shift of the FM hysteresis loop along the magnetic field axis by the amount \( \mu_0 H_{EB} \) and the EB induced loop broadening. A gradual degradation of the EB field can take place when cycling the heterostructure through consecutive hysteresis loops. This aging phenomenon is known as a training effect and is quantified by the \( \mu_0 H_{EB} \) vs \( n \) dependence, where \( n \) labels the number of loops cycled after initializing the EB via field cooling. EB and the accompanying training effect have been observed in various magnetic systems ranging from core shell magnetic granules and AF/FM thin film heterolayers to intrinsic EB taking place at natural interfaces of ferromagnetic nanodomains embedded in an AF matrix of charge ordered manganites.

II. EXPERIMENT

Here, we study the EB training effect in a magnetic bilayer structure where a 3 nm thick and magnetically soft CoCr layer (SL) is an antiferromagnetically exchange coupled via a 0.7 nm Ru interlayer with a 15 nm hard CoPtCrB pinning layer (HL) [see insert of Fig. 1(a)]. The sample was fabricated by sputtering and finds applications in disk recording media. These all FM exchange bias systems combine FM soft reversal layers and hard FM pinning layers. FM pinning layers provide unique experimental access to the training induced change of the magnetization. They also simplify the theoretical description of the pinning mechanism and reveal in turn the dependence of the bias field on the pinning layer magnetization. The exchange coupled thin film bilayers of soft and hard FM materials show remarkable analogies to conventional AF/FM exchange bias heterostructures. Hence, our experimental results presented here have their correspondence in conventional AF/FM exchange bias systems. We show the universality of our theoretical approach by applying it to both SL/HL and AF/FM exchange coupled systems. In order to stress the formal difference be-
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between SL/HL and AF/FM heterolayers, we name the shift of the SL loop along the field axis the bias field \( \mu_0H_B \) in contrast to the EB field \( \mu_0H_{EB} \).

The experimental study presented here is based on dynamic hysteresis loop measurements on a SL/HL bilayer system. Figure 1(a) displays a schematic structure of the AF coupled FM films and their overall magnetic hysteresis \( m \) vs \( \mu_0H \) (dashed line), where \( m \) is the magnetic moment and \( H \) is the applied magnetic field. The measurements are done at room temperature by means of alternating gradient force magnetometry (AGFM). The shape of the overall loop reflects the well separated switching field distribution of the HL and SL, respectively.\(^{29}\) The thick solid lines are low field minor loops after positive and negative saturation. The low field response of these minor loops is dominated by the magnetization reversal of the soft magnetic CoCr layer. Their position is shifted along the \( m \) axis due to the remanent magnetic moment \( m \) of the CoPtCrB layer and along the field axis due to the Ru mediated interlayer exchange coupling.

**III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS**

Our major objective is to shed light on the intriguing correlation between the dynamics of the SL magnetization reversal and the training of the bias field. More specifically, we show that the \( \mu_0H_B \) vs \( n \) dependence of the SL bias field depends on the sweep rate \( r_s = d\mu_0H/dt \) of the SL hysteresis loops. In addition, we show that the value of the equilibrium bias field, \( \mu_0H_B^{eq} = \mu_0H_B(n \rightarrow \infty) \), reflects the dynamic broadening of the SL hysteresis and follows a power law behavior with respect to the sweep rate. The dynamically altered training effect is quantitatively modeled when generalizing our recent theoretical approach from a quasistatic description into a dynamic form.\(^{28,30,31}\) This dynamic generalization is motivated by the competition between a finite sweep rate of the SL hysteresis and triggered but noninstantaneous relaxation of the pinning layer magnetization during the SL loop. The latter relaxation process is truncated if the field sweep controlling the SL loop is fast in comparison with the free HL relaxation.

Figure 1(b) shows the dynamic broadening of the SL hysteresis for \( n = 20 \) when the sweep rate is increased from \( r_s = 0.2 \text{ mT/s} \) (circles) to \( r_s = 5 \text{ mT/s} \) (squares). The upwards and downward pointing arrows mark the bias fields for \( r_s = 5 \text{ mT/s} \) and \( r_s = 0.2 \text{ mT/s} \), respectively, indicating the correlation between dynamic loop broadening and the increase of the bias field. The associated noise level increases with increasing sweep rate in accordance with a decrease of the instrumental integration time. Note that corresponding reference measurements with a standard Ni gauge sample show no sweep rate dependent broadening of the hysteresis. Therefore, we evidence that the observed dynamic broadening originates from intrinsic physics of the bilayer system.

Figure 2(a) shows the training effect of the FM bilayer for various sweep rates \( r_s = 5 \text{ mT/s} \) (circles), \( 1.67 \text{ mT/s} \) (rhomboheda), and \( 1.0 \text{ mT/s} \) (down triangles). Each \( \mu_0H_B \) vs \( n \) data set shows the bias fields of 20 subsequently measured minor hysteresis loops of the SL. These minor loops are measured in the field interval \( 0 < \mu_0H < 140 \text{ mT} \), which do not switch the HL. The data sets are taken after saturating the bilayer in \( \mu_0H = 0.8 \text{ T} \) and subsequent partial demagnetization of the pinning layer in a static set field of \( \mu_0H_{pin} = -0.31 \text{ T} \). The data clearly show that the strength of the training effect increases with increasing sweep rate, while at the same time this increase in relaxation is spread out over more SL hysteresis loop cycles. Our subsequently outlined theoretical approach sheds light on this phenomenon.

Training in SL/HL bilayers as well as AF/FM hetero-structures is successfully described in the framework of spin
configurational relaxation of the magnetic pinning layer. The relaxation process is activated through each of the consecutively cycled hysteresis loops within a training sequence. Figure 2(b) displays a cartoon visualizing the process of triggered relaxation and training. After applying the set field $\mu_0H_{ext}=-0.31$ T the HL is in its initial domain state of reduced magnetization. The first SL hysteresis triggers partial relaxation of the HL towards its equilibrium of increased magnetization. This process continues with subsequent cycles until the HL reaches in the limit $n \to \infty$ its magnetization state of quasiequilibrium. It is worth mentioning that training reflects the tendency of the pinning layer to approach its equilibrium spin configuration. This holds for all FM systems where the bias field can increase as well as for AF pinning layers where the exchange bias field always decreases through consecutive training cycles $n$. The equilibrium spin configuration is given by a positively (increasing $\mu_0H_B$ vs $n$) or negatively (decreasing $\mu_0H_B$ vs $n$) magnetized state in the case of a FM pinning layer but is a demagnetized state in the case of an AF pinning layer.

Recently, we showed that this triggered process is adequately described when discretizing the dynamic Landau-Khalatnikov (LK) equation \cite{28,30,31}

$$\dot{S} = -\frac{\partial \Delta F}{\partial S},$$

where $\xi$ is a phenomenological damping constant and $\Delta F = a(S-S_r)^2 + O(\delta S^4)$ is the first order approximation of the nonequilibrium free energy in the case of a FM pinning layer. $\Delta F$ quantifies the increase of the free energy when the interface magnetization $S$ of the pinning layer deviates from its quasiequilibrium value $S_r$. The latter determines the bias field in the limit $n \to \infty$ and depends on the initial state of the pinning layer and the sweep rate. Discretization of Eq. (1) is achieved by replacing the continuous temporal change of the interface magnetization $\dot{S}$ with a temporal average according to

$$\dot{S} \to \frac{1}{\bar{\tau}} \int_{t_n}^{t_{n+\bar{\tau}}^{S[\bar{\tau}]}} \dot{S} dt = \frac{S(t_n + \bar{\tau}) - S(t_n)}{\bar{\tau}},$$

where

$$\bar{\tau} = \begin{cases} \tau & \text{if } \Delta t \gg \tau \\ \Delta t & \text{if } \Delta t \ll \tau. \end{cases}$$

Here, $\Delta t = 2\mu_0H_{max}/r_s$ is the experimental time interval required for the measurement of a hysteresis loop in the field range $0 = \mu_0H_B \leq \mu_0H_{max}$, where $\mu_0H_{max} = 140 \text{ mT}$. $\tau$ is the intrinsic time scale for which nontruncated relaxation of the pinning layer magnetization takes place. The time interval between two subsequent loops is virtually free from relaxation and is, hence, not involved in Eq. (2). Note that the experimental finding of an increasing training effect with increasing sweep rate confirms that training does not depend on the time the pinning layer (HL) is exposed to the external magnetic field. This exposure time actually decreases with increasing $r_s$. Training, in turn, is a discontinuous process triggered by the SL hysteresis loop while relaxation is absent otherwise. Recently, we found independent evidence of this fact when studying the correlation between the onset of SL hysteresis and the training effect in the quasistatic limit of low sweep rates.\cite{28}

In the quasistatic regime the experimental time interval of an individual hysteresis loop is large enough to allow for triggered but subsequently unperturbed relaxation of $S$. This free relaxation of the pinning layer magnetization takes place on the characteristic time scale $\tau$ such that $\tau \to \tau$. In the limit of fast field sweeps when $\Delta t$ becomes smaller than $\tau$, truncation of the relaxation process sets in which is expressed by $\tau \to \Delta t$. The formal description of the crossover from truncated to free relaxation of the pinning layer can be considered in the framework of a mechanical analog of an overcritical damped oscillator. The effect of the SL hysteresis loop on the HL magnetization relaxation resembles a time dependent external driving force in this mechanical picture. The general solution of the differential equation of a damped driven oscillator requires the superposition of a transient and a stationary component. The transient exponentially decaying solution corresponds to the free relaxation of the HL which dominates the temporal evolution when the stationary component is virtually constant. This is the quasi static limit of slowly varying forces or low sweep rates such that $\Delta t \gg \tau$. In the case of high sweep rates or fast varying forces the transient solution is virtually constant on the time scale $\Delta t$, where the external force significantly changes. Since the weighting of the transient contribution decays exponentially for $\Delta t \to 0$ or high sweep rates, the crossover from $\tau \approx \tau$ to $\tau \approx \Delta t$ is given by

$$\vartheta = (1 - e^{-\Delta t/\tau}),$$

where $\Delta t = 2\mu_0H_{max}/r_s$. The crossover expression (3) reflects the key element of the dynamic generalization of our former quasistatic approach outlined in Ref. 28. Replacing the characteristic time constant $\tau$ by the dynamically generalized $\vartheta$ of Eq. (4) throughout the derivation of $\mu_0H_B = \mu_0H_B(n)$ yields

$$\mu_0H_B(n) = (\bar{K} + 1)^{n-1} \left\{ \frac{\mu_0H_B(n-1)}{\bar{K}} - \frac{2}{(\bar{K} + 1)^{n-1}} \right\}.$$  

Equation (5) is identical to the quasistatic expression derived in Ref. 28 when replacing the constant $K \propto \tau$ by $\bar{K} \propto \vartheta$. Lines in Fig. 2 show the best fits of Eq. (5) to the $\mu_0H_B$ vs $n$ data using $\bar{K}$ and $\mu_0H_B^0$ as fitting parameters. Note that the numerical values for $\bar{K}$ need to be limited to $-1 < \bar{K} < 0$ in order to facilitate convergence.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the sweep rate dependence of the absolute value of the resulting fitting parameters $|\bar{K}|$ vs $r_s$ and $\mu_0H_B^0$ vs $r_s$, respectively. In accordance with Eq. (4) the line in Fig. 3(a) is the best fit of $|\bar{K}| = c_1(1 - e^{-c_2/r_s})$, where the fitting parameter $c_1 = 0.244 \pm 0.003$ takes into account the proportionality between $|\bar{K}|$ and $\vartheta$ while $c_2 = 4.3 \pm 0.3$ mT/s accounts for the proportionality between $\Delta t$ and the inverse...
the fitting parameters is consistent with the process of truncation quantified in Eq. (4).

Open symbols in Fig. 4 show the experimental results obtained by Heiwan et al. for sweep rates \( r_s = 10 \text{ mT/s} \) (rhombohedra), \( r_s = 50 \text{ mT/s} \) (squares), and \( r_s = 100 \text{ mT/s} \) (circles). Lines represent the best fits of our theoretical approach based on the discretized LK equation [Eq. (1)]. Here the structure of the free energy has been adapted to the AF spin ordering of the pinning layer.\(^{30,31}\) In addition to our basic approach outlined in Refs. 30 and 31, we extended here the free energy expansion with a correction of the leading term. By doing so we achieve virtually perfect fitting results (see lines in Fig. 4) for \( 1 \leq n \leq 50 \) from

\[
\mu_0[H_EB(n + 1) - H_EB(n)] = -g_\chi \mu_0[H_EB(n) - H_EB]]^3
- g_\gamma \mu_0[H_EB(n) - H_EB]]^5,
\]

where \( \mu_0H_EB \) is the fitting parameter describing \( \mu_0H_EB \) vs \( n \) in the limit \( n \to \infty \). The new parameter \( g_\gamma \) results from the higher order expansion of the free energy and hence \( [\gamma] \ll g_\chi \). Both \( g_\gamma \) and \( g_\chi \) are proportional to \( \tilde{\gamma} = \tilde{\gamma}(r_s) \) giving rise to their respective sweep rate dependence in accordance with Eq. (4). The implicit sequence (6) is a straightforward refinement of our recent approach outlined in Refs. 30 and 31 and evidenced for diverse exchange coupled systems.\(^{27,28,30,31,34}\) Note that Eq. (6) involves three fitting parameters. The identical number of free parameters is required for the power law description first introduced in Ref. 20. However, the physically motivated Eq. (6) provides far better fitting results for all sweep rates and explains in a consistent manner the \( r_s \) dependence of the fitting parameters. The inset of Fig. 4 shows \( g_\chi \) vs \( r_s \). The solid line is the best fit of Eq. (4) to the data points. The dashed line displays the extrapolated result of the fit towards the quasistatic as well as the high sweep rate regime. The result is in accordance with the predicted exponential behavior of \( \tilde{\gamma} = \tilde{\gamma}(r_s) \).
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present results evidence a dynamic enhancement of the exchange bias and its training effect in conventional and in our all ferromagnetic bilayer structures. Exchange coupled films based on all ferromagnetic materials provide unique access to the magnetization state of the pinning layer by means of simple magnetometry. The bias field which quantifies the shift of the hysteresis loop of the soft ferromagnetic layer along the field axis increases with increasing sweep rate of the magnetic field. The increase of the bias field is correlated with a dynamic broadening of the soft layer hysteresis. Both the bias field increase and the SL loop broadening follow the same power law behavior above a quasi-static threshold. The training, which is the dependence of the bias field on the number of subsequently cycled loops, is furthermore dynamically spread out. This effect is described here in the framework of a dynamically generalized theoretical approach, which is in excellent agreement with our experimental data. The analysis of the sweep rate dependence of the fitting parameters evidences in turn the key element of the dynamically generalized theory which is based on truncated relaxation of the pinning layer magnetization. We also demonstrate that the same generalization which models the dynamic enhancement of the training effect in ferromagnetic bilayers applies to conventional exchange bias systems when the free energy is adapted to the antiferromagnetic order of the pinning layer. These studies have important implications for concepts of data storage. It has to be shown, for instance, that the recently observed enhancement of the blocking temperature of magnetic nanoparticles via exchange bias remains dynamically stable.
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